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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Saskatchewan Disability Income Support Coalition (DISC) along with expertise from the University of Regina and the 
Community Engagement and Research Centre has conducted research that was approved on ethical grounds by the Univer-
sity of Regina’s Research Ethics Board. 

The SAID program was created in 2008 by the Government of Saskatchewan as an income replacement program for people 
with significant and enduring disabilities. Since its creation there are have been numerous changes to the program including:

• Excess Shelter Benefits – cut on October 1, 2018

• Housing Supplement – cut July 1, 2018

• Special Diet Allowance – cut October, 2017

• Transportation Allowance – cut October, 2017

• Overpayment Recovery Rates – Increased October, 2017

• Home Repairs Allowance – cut October 1, 2017

• Funeral Coverage – cut October, 2017

• $6000/yearly income before claw-backs – changed July 1, 2019

• 65-year-old cut off – September 1, 2017; reinstated November, 2019

The results of this research came from a survey that included 432 respondents including 188 SAID beneficiaries and 244 orga-
nizations that assist SAID beneficiaries. As well, 11 individuals were interviewed to gain a greater understanding of the issues 
that were identified in the survey.

The report highlights these identifiable issues within the existing system:

1. There are problems in consistency and training of income specialists. (seen in themes extracted through interviews and 
survey comments)

2. The program does not allow individuals to receive full participation as community members since the income provided 
does not necessarily cover all of the costs of disability. (seen in themes extracted through interviews and survey com-
ments)

3. The provincial government does not take enough consideration into providing housing that accommodates the needs 
of persons with disabilities. (21.57%)

4. There are not enough accessible transportation options to meet the needs of all of Saskatchewan residents with disabil-
ities, especially for between-community travel for appointments.  (16.67%)

5. Some recipients had difficulty handling money and that there is not enough help or understanding of the bill payment 
process or the income annualization process to ensure that all bills are paid and that there are enough remaining funds 
for quality of life. (seen in themes extracted through interviews and survey comments, 13.24%)

6. There are problems with overpayment recovery rates as errors in payments need to be paid back and large overpay-
ment recovery rates can create problems for recipients attaining needed items and services.  (7.84%)

There was also overwhelming support from the SAID Beneficiaries stating that they have gratitude for the SAID program and 
that their quality of life has improved since receiving benefits (57%) however; 46% of the respondents and interviewees also 
stated that the changes made recently, as listed, are responsible for a decrease in their quality of life.

We at the Saskatchewan Disability Income Support Coalition (DISC) would like to invite decision makers and policy developers 
to read the attached study and would be happy to discuss how some of the issues raised might be resolved.
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BACKGROUND
According to Statistics Canada, the poverty rate in Saskatchewan has dropped significantly since the implementation of the 
Saskatchewan Assured Income for Disability (SAID) program. In 2008, just before the SAID program was implemented, the 
poverty rate was at 15.3% (higher than the National average) and at the last census in 2016, the poverty rate was at 9.2%.

It can be argued that the SAID program is not solely responsible for this drop, however; it certainly has impacted the lives  
of those beneficiaries of the SAID program.

Other provinces have income support programs for persons with disabilities. Ontario has the Ontario Disability Support Pro-
gram (ODSP) which involves income support for basic needs, benefits for recipients and family members, and employment 
support for those with disabilities who are able to be employed. Alberta has the Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped 
(AISH) program which provides “Financial and health benefits for eligible Albertans with a permanent medical condition that 
prevents them from earning a living.” Both of these programs intend to assist their beneficiaries with basic needs and the 
cost of disabilities. SAID is different. It is the only program in Canada that extends benefits based on the impact of disability 
rather than as a blanket specific to diagnosis. Its intention when 
it was developed was to ensure that persons with disabilities in 
Saskatchewan could enjoy full citizenship in our province and 
function as an income replacement program rather than an in-
come support program. [In Canada], Persons with more 

severe disabilities (28%) aged 25 to 64 years 
were more likely to be living in poverty 

(as measured by the Market Basket Measure) 
than their counterparts without disabilities 
(10%) or with milder disabilities (14%)

– Morris, Fawcett, Brisebois, & Hughes, 2018
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HISTORY OF      
THE SAID PROGRAM
Between the years of 1994 and 1998 inclusive, the government 
of Saskatchewan, through the Ministry of Labour created an 
advisory council called the Premier’s Disabled Person’s Adviso-
ry Council (PD-PAC). This involved a small group of Community 
Based Organizations coming together with ministry staff to ad-
vise on disability issues.

When that group was no longer involved with the Ministry of 
Labour, the small group of CBO leadership decided to continue to meet about disability issues and invited other CBOs to be-
come involved. This started the Provincial Interagency

Network on Disability (PIND) which looked at many disability issues. This group continued from 1999 until 2007.

There were many issues discussed through PIND but it became clear that it would be beneficial to set up dedicated groups to 
work on specific tasks. In 2006, the members of PIND created a coalition made up of CBO leadership of many organizations 
as well as people with lived experience and family members. The newly formed group looked specifically at income support 
issues for persons with disabilities. This formed the Disability Income Support Coalition (DISC) in 2006.

This coalition has grown to over 50 community groups as well as individual community members and continues to meet. 
In 2008, the Minister of Social Services requested a small representative group of people from DISC to work together with 
Ministry staff to come up with a disability income support program. This work group was called the Program Implementation 
Advisory Team (PIAT) and they came up with the parameters around the Saskatchewan Assured Income for Disabilities (SAID) 
program.

The SAID program now exists, and there was measured success 
in implementation of this program, with over 18,000 individu-
als benefitting from the program to date. DISC still meets on a 
regular basis to discuss what is working and what is not work-
ing with the SAID program as it changes, or needs change. All 
of the organizations represented in DISC deal with SAID bene-
ficiaries regularly and those in the coalition with lived experi-
ence are also SAID beneficiaries.

In the past several years, there have 
been attempts to focus on the need for social 

services committed to building a strong, 
inclusive society and securing a high quality 

of life for all citizens with disabilities

– PIND Income Security Discussion Paper, 2005

The Community Advisory Committee 
will provide advice and support to the Ministry 

of Social Services to help guide the ministry’s 
decisions regarding implementation of the new 

income program for people with disabilities

– Community Advisory Committee Terms of Reference, 2009
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RECENT CHANGES
There have been a number of changes made to the SAID program over the last few years. The ones that we highlighted with 
this research involved changes that have happened since the fall of 2016. These changes include:

Excess Shelter Benefits – cut on October 1, 2018 

Housing Supplement – cut July 1, 2018

Special Diet Allowance – cut October, 2017 

Transportation Allowance – cut October, 2017 

Overpayment Recovery Rates – Increased October, 2017 

Home Repairs Allowance – cut October 1, 2017

Funeral Coverage – cut October, 2017

$6000/yearly income before claw-backs – changed July 1, 2019*

65-year-old cut off – September 1, 2017; reinstated November, 2019*

Also, outside of SAID changes but affecting SAID recipients: 

Closure of the STC bus lines – May 31, 2017

* Note: The interviews were conducted prior to changes made in 2019, but the surveys were conducted after this time.

PARTICIPANTS
The 11 SAID Beneficiaries that participated in the interviews were recruited through posters and word of mouth and called 
in to arrange to be voluntary participants. Prior to each recorded session, each signed a consent form that was approved by 
ethics. These participants were residents of Regina and Saskatoon. These interviews were completed by December of 2018 
and informed the questions on the final surveys.

The 432 respondents that participated in our online survey, including 188 SAID beneficiaries and 244 representatives of or-
ganizations that assist SAID beneficiaries, were recruited through the DISC organization partnerships and frontline workers 
who were asked to also forward it to other interested parties. It is important to note that the representative respondents were 
individuals from many organizations with a mixture of those involved in DISC and those not involved with DISC. There were 
also representatives from a variety of communities across Saskatchewan including urban, rural, Northern, and remote areas as 
self-identified. These surveys were completed in February-March of 2020.

METHOD
In this study we interviewed 11 people to glean themes and understand SAID beneficiaries’ experiences with the SAID pro-
gram in an open-ended, conversational way. We did an extensive survey as well that included 432 respondents, including 188 
SAID beneficiaries and 244 representatives of organizations that assist SAID beneficiaries. In this way, we acquired meaningful 
data in both a qualitative and a quantitative way. The topics that were discussed centred around what works and what doesn’t 
with regards to the SAID program, and specifically, what impact the most recent cuts had over the past few years.
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DATA COLLECTION
The following data has been broken down in two streams: qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative data represents the 
information supplied by the 11 interview participants and the open-ended questions on the surveys while the quantitative 
data represents information supplied by the closed survey questions.

The quantitative data brings forward themes that were refined as the data was collected, transcribed, and analysed. The quan-
titative data is represented in graphs and percentages of answer types.

OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH THE SAID PROGRAM
There were quite a few positive comments on the SAID program as a whole and how it has been transformative in the lives of 
the beneficiaries that were interviewed.

“The freedom to stop buying expired vegetables, expired everything. I have a choice now.”

“It allowed me dignity, increased my self-esteem in public.” “I hate to do the interviews every year. With SAID it is every three 
years… much better.”

“I find that once you start receiving SAID, it makes a remarkable difference in making ends meet.”

“I was excited to find that I had the freedom to make different choices.”

Overall, when SAID beneficiaries were asked about the impact that SAID has had on their lives, they responded:

Improved somewhat

Improved significantly

Declined somewhat

Stayed the same

Declined significantly

0                               5                               10                               15                               20                                 25                               30      

                       28.44%

                                            28.44%

                       17.43%

             16.51%

9.17%

This table shows that 57% of the respondents indicated that their lives had improved as a result of receiving the SAID benefit.
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OVERALL RESPONSE TO THE RESEARCH QUESTION
Specifically, when asked if the changes noted on page 4 had an impact on the quality of life of SAID Beneficiaries after the 
changes were made in comparison to before the changes were made, SAID beneficiaries reported:

# Answer % Count

1 Declined significantly 18.37% 18

2 Declined somewhat 27.55% 27

3 Stayed the same 22.45% 22

4 Improved somewhat 21.43% 21

5 Improved significantly 10.20% 10

Total: 100% 98

This indicates that the majority of SAID beneficiaries who noticed a change in their benefits also felt a decline in their quality 
of life (46%) as opposed to staying the same (22%) or improving (32%).

QUALITATIVE DATA
The qualitative results were obtained from the 11 SAID beneficiaries interviewed to glean themes and understand those 
experiences with the SAID program in an open-ended, conversational way. We noted that the following themes were repre-
sented: problems in consistency and training of income specialists, full participation as a community member, problems with 
overpayment recovery rates, social inclusion, handling financial responsibilities, transportation, and housing.

Theme 1: Problems in consistency and training of income specialists

“Switching workers frequently leads to a lack of workers understanding your situation. Changes in workers is very frustrating.”

“Income Support Workers do not seem to be that informed, some of them, on their disability communications, disability needs, 
or the range of disabilities. I guess more training… that would be helpful.”

The overarching idea represented in the interviews regarding consistency and training of income specialists – was that con-
sistency in workers and knowledge about the disability experience is lacking and could be better addressed with the SAID 
Assured Income Specialists.

There are problems 
in consistency 
and training of 

income specialists

1
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Theme 2: Full participation as a community member

“Biggest stress is not enough income.”

“VISA debt is very stressful; it feels like society is saying that we don’t deserve quality of life.”

“The thing is, how do I say this nicely, even the maritime people that are 
on, like, disability, Saskatchewan is the second lowest in Canada.”

The overarching idea represented in the interviews regarding full partic-
ipation as a community member was that the income provided does not 
necessarily cover all of the bills that a person incurs for needs and cost of 
disability and has not kept up with the cost of living. While SAID makes a 
positive difference, it does not allow for the freedom to participate fully 
as a community member as intended.

Theme 3: Housing

“But we deserve real disability housing, accessible housing funded by the Province at a rent geared to income. The rental 
housing supplement at times cannot buy us the right housing.”

“We need shelter costs increased, restore the excess shelter allowance. Do not tie the excess shelter allowance to a low vacancy 
rate, change the requirement to an affordable rate, like 30% of the income.”

“Make sure that SAID clients are supported and are not asked to, as they currently are, negotiate any rent increases with their 
landlord.”

“But, you know, these are shelter issues that need to be treated in a more sustainable way.”

“We need social housing. And rental housing supplement is absolutely needed now and always will be needed to accommodate 
the additional disability needs.”

The overarching idea represented in the interviews regarding housing indicated that there was not enough consideration 
taken to provide housing that accommodates the needs of persons with disabilities and, too often, persons on SAID could 
only afford housing in spaces that were not accessible to their needs.

The provincial government 
does not take enough 
consideration into meeting 
housing needs

3

The program does 
not provide enough 
income to cover all the 
costs of disability

2
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Theme 4: Transportation

“Increase our transportation allowance; make it more tied to bus fare. There are times we need bus fare for things beyond 
medical appointments.”

“I appreciate having a transportation benefit, I absolutely spend multiple times with what that transportation benefit provides 
for me to be engaged in my activities… my social, my intellectual activities.”

“So I haven’t really received travel benefits from… direct travel benefits anymore from SAID.”

The overarching idea represented in the interviews regarding transportation indicated that the initial $10/month was paired 
with the cost of a monthly bus pass. The buses are now more accessible to persons with disabilities; however, the monthly cost 
of a bus pass has gone up to

$70-$90 monthly and that transportation allowance would no lon-
ger afford a bus pass. It would rather afford just a few trips. Also, 
some people indicated that there really is no transportation meth-
od for travelling around the province independently and they are 
relying on family and friends more. They said that they would still 
like to be able to offer family members and friends a small amount 
for gas or a coffee if they are calling on them to drive them in to an 
appointment, so they do not feel like a burden.

Theme 5: Handling Money

“So now I’m back and starting with VISA debt again. So it’s very stressful and it feels like society is constantly telling me that I 
don’t deserve quality of life”

“Having enough money left over at the end of the month so I know in advance I can, in this, in one or two or three days a month 
that I have that room to really enjoy myself and do something special.”

“However well or poorly you manage it, just make it simple and make it enough money for a person to live on”

The overarching idea represented in the interviews regarding handling money was that there was not enough help or under-
standing of bill payments to ensure that all was taken care of and that there was room for quality of life or even to ensure that 
bill payments were made.

There are not enough 
accessible transportation 
options

4

There is not enough 
help for money 

management

5
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Theme 6: Problems with Overpayment Recovery Rates

“The overpayment recovery rate is, I think in my eyes, way too high”

“They take so much off for overpayment even when it is not anything that you did.”

The overarching idea represented in the interviews regarding 
overpayments was that when there is an error in payments, and 
it is considered an overpayment that needs to be paid back, it 
needs to be taken into consideration that the amount that the 
beneficiary is allotted is just enough for needs to begin with 
and large overpayment recovery rates can create some prob-
lems attaining needed items and services.

Theme 7: Social Inclusion

“My goal was to be socially included. I could afford a normal looking bathing suit.      
I could afford normal looking clothes, and I could afford to follow the news.”

“I felt it made me a different person. I am more knowledgeable, more engaged.”

The overarching idea represented in the interviews regarding social inclusion was that the SAID program, as it is now, helps 
make beneficiaries more included in society.

High recovery rates for SAID 
overpayments make 
it difficult for recipients 
to cover their basic 
monthly costs

Recipients reported that 
SAID benefits have 

enabled them to be more 
socially included in their 

community

7
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Additional Note:

On September 1, 2017, the Ministry of Social Services announced that there would be a cut of SAID benefits at the age of 65. 
Some of the participant responses reflected that time.

“I expect I will then lose the ability to go grocery shopping for healthy foods the way I do now, for the way I accommodate my 
disabilities and my health now. I expect I will lose quite a bit of my quality of life turning 65”

“We don’t stop eating after age 65, but we need the assurance in this program. We need to trust that our disability issues will 
be met.”

“I will miss the benefits of SAID, in particular, the dignity, knowing that something will be there for me when I have a disability 
emergency as has happened in the past.”

“I don’t feel that I will be ale to afford to include myself socially, adequately, as I age over 65.”

“The transition to the seniors’ programs at age 65 is extremely dysfunctional for people with disabilities.”

We congratulate the Ministry of Social Services, and the Government of Saskatchewan on reinstating SAID for those over 65 
who would still qualify for it after other programs are accounted for in November, 2019. It is clear that reinstating the SAID ben-
efits after age 65 was a decision that affects many lives and provides support and peace of mind to many SAID Beneficiaries.

Qualitative data was also gathered through the comments from the 432 survey respondents including 188 SAID Beneficiaries 
and 244 organization representatives.

The SAID Beneficiaries said:

• Benefits are too low to make ends meet and achieve the SAID goal of allowing persons with disabilities to live in dignity 
and participate in society. They must be increased and indexed.

• Changes in the travel allowance and policies have severely restricted some from travelling to needed appointments and 
family events.

• Changes to the availability of the rental supplement and the restrictions on moving or losing the subsidy have had a 
dramatically negative impact on many persons. There is a general call for the subsidy to be reinstituted.

• The size of caseloads, the lack of training, and the lack of consistency in having the same worker to allow understanding 
and rapport to be built up are all services systems issues which must be addressed to improve the quality of the SAID 
program.

• While the increase in earned income exemption to $6000 per year is widely applauded, the lack of option to have the 
exemption calculated monthly has caused problems for some. Flexibility in this would be appreciated.

• The method and level of overpayment deductions has caused many concerns among SAID recipients. This is particularly 
a problem when the overpayment is the fault of the Ministry and not the SAID Beneficiary. Compounding this problem, 
a great deal is the fact that persons receiving their benefit get differing amounts every month in some cases, with no ex-
planation as to why amounts have gone up or down. This makes it virtually impossible to be aware that an overpayment 
has been made until, all too often, a relatively large amount must be repaid.
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The Organization Representatives said:

• Benefits are too low and falling behind, they must be increased and indexed

• Income specialists are overtaxed with large caseloads and no time to assist and communicate with clients.

• Rental supplements being discontinued have left many with very substandard homes or no place to stay at all. They 
should be reconstituted.

• Cuts such as the travel allowance and dietary supplements have placed a great stress on already marginal amounts to 
have workable budgets

• Policies are implemented in a very haphazard manner with an apparent lack of understanding by income specialists on 
the differences between SAID, SAP, and SIS rules and policies.

• The increase and annualization of the earned income exemption is good but would help many if there was more flexibil-
ity in either monthly or yearly manner to get to the $6000/year allowable income before repayment to SAID.

*Note that there were a number of inconsistencies in people’s understandings of the changes from both the SAID Beneficiaries, organization repre-
sentatives, and also reports of what was said through the Income Specialists, indicating that there is a lack of clear and consistent communication 
regarding changes in policies and benefits.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA
The quantitative results were obtained from the 432 survey respondents, including 188 SAID beneficiaries and 244 represen-
tatives of organizations that assist SAID beneficiaries.

Of the respondents, the SAID beneficiaries had been on SAID between three months to 12 years (x = 5 years and 6 months;         
s = 3 years and 2 months) with the exception of one who answered the survey and indicated that they were not yet on the 
SAID program but had a disability. Of the organization representatives, the range of time they have indicated to be working 
with SAID beneficiaries or those who would become SAID beneficiaries was between one year to 25 years or more.

The sorts of disabilities that SAID beneficiaries reported as being affected by included:

0               5               10               15               20               25               30              35              40              45              50              55              60 

Cognitive / Developmental disability

Physical disability

Mental illness

Other (please specify)

            34.59%

                  32.08%

                 21.38%

11.95%

The sorts of disabilities that Organization Representatives reported as working with included:

Cognitive / Developmental disability

Mental illness

Physical disability

Other (please specify)

0               10               20               30               40               50               60              70               80              90            100             110              

                           43.27%

                 24.08%

                        20.82%

11.84%

This shows that these surveys truly polled a cross-disability community.
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When asked if the cuts listed above impacted the lives of SAID Beneficiaries, SAID Beneficiaries indicated:

0                    5                   10                   15                   20                   25                   30                  35                  40                  45            

Rental Supplement

Travel allowance

Special diet

Increase and annualization 
of the income exemption

Other (please specify)

Overpayment recovery rate

Over 65 cut o�

Grandfathering provision 
for excess shelter

Funeral Expenses

Home repairs

                                                     21.57%

                                16.67%

                                                    13.73%

                      13.24%

                                                  10.78%

                                                 7.84%

                             5.88%

               4.41%

2.94%

2.94%
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Organization Representatives indicated:

Loss of rental supplement

Over 65 cut o�

Special diet

Travel allowance

Overpayment recovery rate

Increase and annualization of 
earned income exemption

Funeral expenses

Home repairs

Other (please specify)

Grandfathering provision 
for excess shelter

0               10               20               30               40               50               60              70               80              90            100             110              

                                     22.48%

                             13.28%

                                    13.06%

           12.42%

                                  8.35%

                             7.71%

                             7.71%

      5.35%

  4.93%

4.71%
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DISCUSSION
Some of the comments made during the research process indicate beliefs in the SAID program that are not factually accu-
rate. Such things may include the differences in transportation costs or a held belief that there is still an age 65 cut off. It is 
important to note that this is a strong indicator of a lack of appropriate communication and information transfer between the 
Ministry of Social Services, the Assured Income Specialists, those agencies who provide advocacy, and the SAID recipients 
themselves with regards to changes and benefits to the program and related local initiatives for individuals on such programs. 

To discuss the results of this research, the authors have created a fictional SAID Beneficiary, we will call him Jason, to illustrate 
the impacts of the SAID program and the changes to the SAID program that have been expressed by the participants of this 
research. As I approached the apartment to interview Jason, I noticed the area and condition of the living complex. 

The halls had not been tended to for some time and were dirty and littered with cigarette butts. I approached the elevator 
area and the larger one was in disrepair but the smaller one worked fine with a few squeaks and grunts (21% of SAID Benefi-
ciaries polled indicated that accessible and adequate housing was more difficult to afford without the rental supplement). I 
boarded the elevator and knocked on the door of the address I had been given. 

A kind-looking person let me in to a tidy, sparsely furnished suite. “Come on in, can I get you some water? I was going to get 
some fruit to offer you also but, have you seen the price of fruit these days? Please, sit down wherever you would like.” Jason 
said (13.73% of SAID Beneficiaries polled indicated that they had dietary needs that were no longer supported). “

Everything has gotten more expensive, the same amount of money doesn’t buy what it used to”, he added (A strong theme 
of money handling was indicated by SAID Beneficiaries as well as a lack of benefits indexing listed as a concern by both SAID 
Beneficiaries and Organization Representatives). I started our talk by thanking Jason for his hospitality and allowing me to 
come interview him in his home. 

“They check with the doctors and pharmacists to allow a certain amount for the accessible taxis that I take based on how 
many appointments I have. I would have found it difficult to meet you somewhere else with my current budget”, he replied 
(16.65% of SAID Beneficiaries polled said that they were impacted by the cuts to travel allowance). 

“I have a friend who lives in here also who has an accessible vehicle and takes me to my weekly Swimming Group and buys 
me a coffee, but I don’t want to bother him too much more and make him sick of me”. I told Jason that I liked his curtains. He 
told me that he bought that with the money he gets from his job that he goes to once a week. 

“I’m so lucky that I have a job so I can get nice things. The only thing is that I don’t understand how this new $6000/year thing 
works. I stopped being able to keep my earnings in fall and now I get some sort of charge on my SAID benefits every check 
but I can’t seem to get a hold of my worker when I try calling. I guess she’s busy”, (13.24% of SAID Beneficiaries polled indicated 
that income annualization has impacted their lives 7.84% were impacted by the overpayment recovery rate, and there was a 
strong theme of not having communications or consistency with Assured Income Specialists). 

I thanked Jason for his time and he responded, “I thought we were going to talk about the SAID program, it has really helped 
me a lot and I am so grateful Saskatchewan has an income replacement program like this rather than the difficulties of living 
on SAP like I used to” (57% of SAID Beneficiaries polled indicated that their lives had improved as a result of receiving the SAID 
benefit and 46% indicated that they felt a decline in their quality of life as a result of the changes indicated in this study).
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RESULTS
1. By far the largest issue raising concerns is the loss of the rental supplement, with 21.57% of persons on SAID, and 22.48% 

of support organization representatives indicating its importance.

2. The second largest issue raised by SAID Beneficiaries (16.67%) and organization representatives (12.42%) was the changes 
to the travel allowance.

3. The third largest issue raised by SAID Beneficiaries (13.73%) and organization representatives (13.05%) is the change to the 
Special Diet allowance, identifying this as an important issue affecting people’s lives.

4. The fourth largest issue was split with SAID Beneficiaries indicating that the increased annualization was an influencial 
change in their lives (13.24%) and organization representatives indicating that the age 65 cut off was an important issue 
(13.28%). This is an indication of the excellent decision making there was in resolving that issue by reinstating SAID to 
those over 65 without adequate supports through other programs.

5. The themes of: problems in consistency and training of income specialists, full participation as a community member, 
problems with overpayment recovery rates, social inclusion, handling financial responsibilities, transportation, and hous-
ing were raised and should be addressed.



The Saskatchewan Disability Income Support Coalition (DISC) was formed by a large 

cross section of disability advocates, consumers and organizations across Saskatchewan who 

are committed to advocating for a respectful, dignified, and adequate income support system. 

DISC members have joined together to speak as one voice, working towards a distinct 

(or separate) income system for people with disabilities that will be built on 

our common vision and principles.
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